SCHEME OF STUDIES
FOR HSSC (CLASSES XI-XII)

COMPULSORY FOR ALL (500-MARKS)

1. English (Compulsory) 2-papers 200-marks
2. Urdu (Compulsory)/Urdu Salees In lieu of Urdu (Compulsory)/Pakistan Culture for Foreign Students Part-I and Pakistan Culture Part-II 2-papers 200-marks
3. Islamic Education/Civics (for Non-Muslims) 1-paper 50-marks
4. Pakistan Studies 1-paper 50-marks

SCIENCE GROUP (600-MARKS)

The students will choose one of the following (A), (B) and (C) Groups carrying 600-marks

(A) Pre-Medical Group:
Physics, Chemistry, Biology

(B) Pre-Engineering Group:
Physics, Chemistry, Mathematics

(C) Science General Group:
1. Physics, Mathematics, Statistics
3. Economics, Mathematics, computer Science
4. Physics, Mathematics, Computer Science
5. Mathematics, Statistics, Computer Science

HUMANITIES GROUP (600-MARKS)

Select three subjects of 200-marks each from the following:

S.NO. SUBJECT
1. Arabic/Persian/French/English(Elective)/Urdu (Elective)
2. Economics
3. Fine Arts
4. Philosophy
5. Psychology
6. Statistics
7. History of Modern world/Islamic History/History of Muslim India/History of Pakistan
8. Islamic Studies
9. Health and Physical Education
10. Sindhi (Elective)
11. Civics
12. Education
13. Geography
14. Sociology
15. Mathematics
16. Computer Science
17. Islamic Culture
18. Library Science
19. Outlines of Home Economics

**COMMERCE GROUP (600-MARKS)**

**HSSC-I**

1. Principles of Accounting  Paper-I  100-marks
2. Principles of Economics  Paper-I  75-marks
3. Principles of commerce  Paper-I  75-marks
4. Business Mathematics  Paper-I  50-marks

**HSSC-II**

1. Principles of Accounting  Paper-II  100-marks
2. Commercial Geography  Paper-II  75-marks
3. Computer Studies/Typing/Banking  Paper-II  75-marks
4. Statistics  Paper-II  50-marks

**MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY GROUP (600-MARKS EACH)**

1. Medical Lab Technology Group
2. Dental Hygiene Technology Group
3. Operation theater Technology Group
4. Physiotherapy Technology Group
5. Physiotherapy Technology Group
6. Ophthalmic Technology Group